Beauty. Light. Privacy.

Guardian SatinDeco®
Acid-Etched Glass
SatinDeco® acid-etched glass from Guardian delivers privacy with light in one elegant solution. Unlike ordinary acid-etched glass, which has a greenish hue and increased opacity, SatinDeco’s color neutrality, brighter translucence and smooth finish allows light to disperse beautifully—creating settings that seem to glow from within.
WHEREVER YOUR IMAGINATION TAKES YOU

SatinDeco® glass delivers the ultimate in design flexibility. Its beauty creates a distinctive ambiance in a wide range of residential and commercial applications.

In offices, shops, public buildings and hotels, SatinDeco lends sophistication and depth. Choose what to reveal and what to conceal. Create privacy while inviting natural light to permeate deep into a space.

Use SatinDeco to make visually striking and memorable moveable walls, railings, doors, tabletops, partitions and more.
SEE THE DIFFERENCE

Manufactured using a proprietary etching process, SatinDeco® creates a frosted appearance on the glass itself. Acid dissolves part of the transparent float glass, producing a translucent look that transmits abundant light.

**SatinDeco on Guardian ExtraClear®**

*The standard Guardian Glass substrate option for a true, beautiful translucence.*

**SatinDeco on Guardian UltraClear®**

*Low-iron glass substrate offers enhanced translucence with superior clarity and color neutrality.*

### Looks that Last

Unlike other frosted glass treatments and aftermarket films that peel and scratch over time, SatinDeco stays permanently beautiful with little care.

The durable and fingerprint-resistant surface of SatinDeco hides imperfections while standing up to the wear and tear of daily life. It’s easy to clean using a standard, nonabrasive product.

### The Perfect Size and Thickness

SatinDeco is manufactured in thicknesses of 3mm to 15mm and available in 96” x 130” stock sheets. Special-size orders can be accommodated—please contact Guardian Glass for details.

### Easy to Use and Store

SatinDeco can be cut, beveled, curved, heat-treated, painted, laminated or assembled in double glazing—offering ultimate versatility.

**SatinDeco Double Sided**

*Double Sided acid-etched glass amplifies the acid-etched effect, with a silky smooth finish on both sides (available in ExtraClear and UltraClear low-iron options).*
CREATE YOUR VISION

Every application of Guardian SatinDeco® offers something special. Many Guardian interior product options and combinations are available with SatinDeco acid-etched finish, allowing you to include it in any design.

**ShowerGuard® on SatinDeco**
provides privacy, allows light to shine through and permanently protects against corrosion and discoloration. Available in ExtraClear and UltraClear low-iron options.

**SatinDeco UltraMirror®**
provides a translucent mirror finish. Available in an UltraClear low-iron option.

**SatinDeco Lami**
adds the safety and sound control of laminated glass in a wide variety of colors.
SatinDeco® is a featured product from Guardian Glass offering of interior glass solutions.

Deco HT™ back-painted glass
ShowerGuard® shower protection glass
SatinDeco® acid-etched glass
Standard Textures textured glass
UltraMirror® corrosion resistant mirror
Guardian UltraClear® low-iron float glass
Reveal® switchable privacy glass
Berman Glass editions designer glass textures
Laminated glass options in color, safety and sound control
Float glass basic glass substrates

LEARN MORE
For specification details and availability, please contact your local sales representative, call 855.S.GLASS (855.584.5277) or visit GuardianGlass.com.

WHAT YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT
SatinDeco acid-etched glass is created using Guardian float glass, manufactured in North America with the latest glass-making technology. It is distributed from Guardian Glass locations across the United States, adding efficiency and assurance that you will receive your order on time and on budget.